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TrainSMART, Pro-Cut’s nationwide training and certification program, offers comprehensive

instruction in rotor matching. Pro-Cut has partnered with automotive schools across the country

to offer a complete brake service curriculum at fully equipped training facilities. The two-part pro-

gram begins with an online class and exam, and is supplemented with a two-hour session at a

TrainSMART facility where students/techs receive classroom instruction and hands-on training.

The program offers two certifications: Rotor Matching Technician (basic) and Pro-Cut Master

Tech (advanced).

Part I. TrainSMART Online Class & Rotor Matching Technician (RMT) Certification (basic)

The online portion of TrainSMART is available in both written and audio formats and provides a

basic understanding of brakes, brake pulsation, and best service practices. The study section is

followed by a multiple choice online exam. Students may take this class on their own schedule.

Part II. TrainSMART Hands-on Training Class & Pro-Cut Master Tech Certification

(advanced)

Onsite classes are offered at authorized TrainSMART training centers and run for two hours.

The classes combine lecture, discussion, video, and hands-on use of the Pro-Cut on-car brake

lathe. In addition to learning how to use the Pro-Cut lathe on virtually any vehicle, students/techs

are taught how to maintain and troubleshoot the equipment. Completing the class earns 

students/techs the PRO-CUT MASTER TECH certificate and recognition, for themselves and

the shop, as a TrainSMART Certified Technician/Service Center on the Pro-Cut website. When

attendees leave the class, they should be 100% comfortable with the Pro-Cut lathe.

TrainSMART offers comprehensive training on one of the most profitable pieces of equipment in

the automotive shop. For the shop foreman or owner, it’s an insurance policy that the 

Pro-Cut lathe will be put to use by fully trained professionals. For technicians, TrainSMART is a

ticket to make more money.

Find a TrainSMART location near you: www.procutusa.com/trainsmart.aspx

PRO-CUT INTERNATIONAL is the world leader in rotor matching systems and on-car

brake lathes. The company is located in West Lebanon, NH.
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You balance wheels.  You match rotors.

Pro-Cut Launches New National Training Program: TrainSMART
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